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Summary

The study of foreign investments and the status of foreign investors begins and ends
in finding out mechanisms that ensure that the most favourable investment climate is cre-
ated. However, to obtain a complete picture of the position of foreign investors, it is nece-
ssary to find out all negative sides of their activities in the country they invest into. This is
what makes the issue of investors’ business ethics so topical. Although business ethics is
not something that national business entities excel at, recourse to non-ethical business
methods on the part of foreign investors is more pronounced and more harmful to natio-
nal economy. The author first deals with causes of non-ethical business of foreign inve-
stors as their detection is a precondition for successful prevention. After mentioning typi-
cal cases of non-ethical investments, the author analyzes American Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act and Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officers in Inter-
national Business Transactions. Those sources sanction the most spread form of non-ethi-
cal investments. Finally, the author cites some basic observations on the importance of

business ethics for a business strategy of foreign investors. 
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I  On the necessity of establishing the notion of business ethics of 

investors

The study of foreign investments and the status of foreign investors begins and ends in

finding out mechanisms that ensure that the most favourable investment climate is created.

In short, legal security of the investor is a provision to be aimed at; this is achieved by means

of various instruments, the most important being those deriving from the law. A greater de-

gree of legal security within a legal system is a warranty of a greater inflow of foreign inve-

stments together with all the positive effects which are brought along by them.1)

Nevertheless, taking an overall view of the status of foreign investors also implies un-

covering of all the negative sides of their actions in the country where investments are made.

Empirical data indicate that the greatest number of foreign investors behaves in a significan-

tly different way in the country where they invest. Well aware of the fact that they are be-

yond the scope of their own legal system and the jurisdiction of the hosting country as well,

foreign investors are being quite condescending towards legal systems other than their

own.2) This is what makes the issue of investors’ business ethics so topical. If the history of

business ethics in the field of foreign investments is analysed, i. e. if we take into account co-

untries which were among the first to pinpoint the phenomenon of a non-ethical way of in-

vesting and who reacted accordingly by creating laws to sanction such practices, we could

claim that the notion of business ethics in foreign investments has evolved exactly for the

above mentioned reason.3)

Lack of any concept of business ethics could, in the long run, become Achilles’ heel of

any company (business entity) with a tendency towards disintegration due to the accumula-

tion of ethical blunders of the staff, management and members of the bodies wielding mana-

gerial and supervisory power. Even companies that are not facing such problems at the time

may fall victim to individuals’ neglectful attitude towards business ethics if they do not pro-

mote the concepts of ethically based business activities.4) If a person, who totally disregards

the requirements of business ethics, has more power and is in a more important position, the

consequences that the company will suffer are all the graver.5) Technological revolution and

great opportunities brought about by the knowledge and use of state-of-the-art technology act

1. See: R. August, International Business Law, Fourth Edition, 2004, p. 266.
2. As if foreign law has less importance than national law! Such an approach results in significantly greater

flexibility and creates more chances to breach foreign law. If there is a condescending attitude towards
foreign law, why would foreign investors even bother to pay attention to the standards of business ethics
anyway? This being true even if they respect those standards at home and if there is an existing code of
ethics! This will not prevent them whatsoever from respecting the Code of Business Ethics when it
comes to doing business on their own territory. But once their business goes across the border of their
country, moral principles and scruples are viewed from a different perspective or they are not (!) even
being taken into account whatsoever.

3. The USA is usually given as an example. The USA has introduced Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, 1977.
(further in the text: FCPA). This Act prohibits corruption aimed at foreign state officers in order to obtain
or block a business deal.

4. See: L. Colero, Five Questions That Corporate Directors Should Ask, Crossroads Programs Inc, 2007, p. 1.
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as an additional challenge even for those people who haven’t got the most influential positi-

ons in the company.6)

The fact that a certain economy does business on a foreign territory and that it is more
or less exposed to the effects of the fluctuation of some relevant political and legal factors
cannot be used as an excuse to resort to certain methods of non-ethical business. In other
words, it is necessary to have continuous effort in promoting concepts of social accountabi-
lity of any economic entity.7)

II  Causes of non-ethical behaviour of foreign investors

1.  Unpredictability in terms of possibility to enter the market of a parti-
cular country. 

The existence of foreign investors on the territory of one or more foreign countries re-
quires the fulfilment of all the conditions required by the legal system of the country in que-
stion regarding the performance of a certain action. The chances for their fulfilment are
much greater (accordingly, the chances of the foreign investor are proportionately greater) if
the action is in the scope of a certain normative system. The foreign investor in the mentio-
ned case only has to meet all the conditions regarding business s/he wants to do and after
that s/he can begin his action in the country where s/he has made investments. This state of
affairs leads to a conclusion that, if there are no great impediments in the realisation of fore-
ign investments, people are less tempted to resort to non-ethical forms of investing. 

However, the situation is quite different in business spheres (insurance, banking and ot-
her financial services) where the system of licence is applied. If the foreign investor wants to
invest in this field, s/he faces greater and more numerous ’challenges’.8) Not only must s/he
meet all the conditions required by the regulations, which in the mentioned fields have the
value of lex specialis, but s/he also has to go through a tedious procedure to get the approval
of the body or the organ in authority.9) If we take into account the fact that issuing of a licen-
ce or an approval comes down to an assessment of the purposefulness of the investment in a

5. A qualitatively different dimension of business ethics is required when a change in man’s role, i. e. his
increased power is taken into account. This is necessary not only within business ethics, but within ethics
in general. Up until recently man has been considered to have limited power, whereas the strengthening
of technology and the emergence of the so called technological revolution marked a watershed since
when more and more has been said about the need to redefine and adjust the basic ethical principles to
suit the changed role of man. In other words, greater human power must find its counterpart in greater
accountability on his part. More details to be found in: H. Jonas, Das Princip der Verantwortung, Ver-
such einer Ethik für die technologische Zivilization, Suhrkamp, 1990, p. 13, 23.

6. See: J. P. Mallor, L. T. Bowers, A. J. Barnes, A. W. Langvardt, Business Law: The Ethical, Global, and
E-Commerce Environment, Thirteenth Edition, McGraw-Hill International Edition, 2007, p. 93.

7. For more details on what is meant by the concept of social accountability of a company see: Social
Accountability Standard, SA8000. See also: R. L. Miller, G. A. Jentz, Business Law Today, Sixth Edi-
tion, South-Western, West, 2003, p. 63-66; J. F. Beatty, S. S. Samuelson, Essentials of Business Law for
a New Century, South-Western, West, 2003, p. 35-42.

8. See: J. Leeson, L’éthique à travers les mutations industrielles, in „L’Ethique des Affaires“, Edition de
l’Univerisité de Bruxelles, 2001, p. 43-45.
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certain business activity, it is more than obvious that foreign investors benefit much more if
they ’speed up’ the whole process. 

2.   Unpredictability in terms of eñoying rights gained through foreign 
investment. 

If the investor manages to secure his/her place on the foreign market by legal or any ot-
her means, s/he is constantly exposed to a greater or lesser degree of business risk. Although
all the countries that want to attract foreign investors point out legal and other activities that
are supposed to increase the degree of legal security of foreign investments,10) in reality
things are quite different from what is being proclaimed. Foreign investors are therefore
’motivated’ to strengthen their position by means of mechanisms beyond the legal and insti-
tutional realm. In the background of all this is a question whether a foreign investor can or is
allowed to spur corruption of the officials in the country where s/he invests in order to pro-
tect his/her position? Development of the ethics of foreign investors implies creating aware-
ness of the accountability for causing a series of non-ethical actions in a foreign country (co-
untries). 

3.   Unpredictability in terms of the (non-)binding nature of the Code of 
Business Ethics. 

The fact that there are no clearly defined concepts of (non-)binding nature of the Code
of Business Ethics with respect to foreign investors is, doubtless, one more incitement to
non-ethical ways of investing.11) When it comes to introducing ethical norms into business
relationships, there should be a distinction between the legal instruments passed by cham-
bers of commerce (or by other associations of business entities) and those passed by indivi-

9. As an example we can take business activities of an insurance company. As for this sector of financial
services, it is regulated by the Insurance Act ("The Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia", 55/04),
which says that foreign, both physical and legal entities, may, on the condition of reciprocity, set up a
joint-stock insurance company or invest their resources in this company (art. 26, par 2). Thanks to this
approach of the Insurance Act, a year-long system of restrictions in foreign investment was abandoned
and a more favourable system for foreign investors was introduced. However, the importance of the
insurance-related business in the country’s economy justifies the fact that the system of licence is
retained when it comes to starting a business. What follows from the systematic interpretation of the arti-
cles that regulate applications for issuing of the licence to perform actions in the field of insurance and
re-insurance, issuing of the working permit, as well as turning down the applications for the insurance-
related business, is that, when reaching a decision related to an application, the National Bank of Serbia
should appreciate not only the fulfilment of the legal requirements, but the ‘legitimacy’ of the foundation
itself as well. A question has been raised as to the criteria based on which the authorized organ should
decide whether the founding of a foreign insurance company is justified, i. e. is there another valid
form of foreign investment in the field of insurance? The criterion of the legitimacy of the foundation
follows unequivocally from the quoted articles. A similar comment can be made when it comes to bank-
ing (see: Law on Banks, "The Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia", 107/05) and founding of the
investment funds (see: Investment Funds Act, “The Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia", 46/06).

10. When it comes to legal activity, foreign investment acts, as a rule, contain a part that stipulates guaran-
teed rights that a foreigner eñoys. Those rights are the following: freedom of foreign investment,
national treatment of foreign investors, prohibition to expropriate their property, conversion and freedom
of payment, right to keep business accounts, right to transfer profit and properties etc.
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dual business entities. Although some companies (and business entities in general) have in-

troduced the Code of Business Ethics, which is highly commendable since it is an expressi-

on of their readiness to take some concrete measures in order to ensure that it is respected, it

still seems that greater importance should be laid on the creation of the same code by a nati-

onal association of business entities.12) The reason for this is that, in this case, the chamber

of commerce would take on the responsibility to ensure compliance with the mentioned Co-

de. 

We have already said something about the fact that foreign investors, when abroad, ha-

ve less respect for the code that they created themselves. A question is raised: how can they

be forced to respect the code that was created in the country where they make investmen-

ts?13) The main prerequisite for this is that the code exists and that it explicitly states that it is

mandatory for the foreign investors who do business on the territory of the country they are

in. When it comes to our law, the Code of Business Ethics of the Chamber of Commerce of

the Republic of Serbia in the very first article14) states that foreign business entities are obli-

ged to respect the provisions of the Code. The Code is mandatory for them even when their

business activity is done through travelling salesmen, via Internet, catalogues etc.15) Howe-

ver, in order to assess the effectiveness of the above mentioned Code, it is necessary to take

into consideration provisions that refer to the measures that may be imposed in case of the

Code violation. When the Code provisions are violated, a difference should be made betwe-

en measures that may be imposed upon an business entity which violates provisions and the

person responsible in that entity. Sanctioning both of them is essential as it directly raises the

awareness of individual and organizational dimensions of business ethics. When it comes to

imposing measures upon the responsible person in an economic entity or some other person

performing work under contract, the responsibility is in the hands of the appropriate organ

of the business entity itself. After determining that the mentioned person violated the Code

provisions, the appropriate organ can impose some of the following measures: 1) warning 2)

referral to further training 3) other measures envisaged by the Law.16) Imposing some of

these measures results in a double effect: first – direct, responsible person is prevented from

avoiding his/her responsibility for the Code violation, which boils down to an unambiguous

message to potential violators that their behaviour will not remain unpunished; second – in-

direct, the economic entity confirms its commitment to encourage the development of moral

relationships. 

11. In this respect, there are indicative data that not all the countries have a Code of Business Ethics. Given
that the notion of business ethics is a relatively new one and insufficiently developed, countries that have
managed to define their codes of business ethics, i. e. the codes of behaviour are extremely rare. There-
fore, it is up to them to decide how they are going to ensure the application of the code and come up with
the efficient ways to sanction its breach.

12. Examples of the codes of some companies can be found on the following site: www. transparency. org.
13. This is so because the Code of Business Ethics is considered to be part of the so called autonomous

sources of law, the reinforcement of which is not sanctioned by the state.
14. "The Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia", 01/06 (further in the text: Code).
15. Code, Art. 1, p. 4.
16. Code, Article 97.
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Once it is determined that the Code provisions are violated by the business entity, the
Court of Honour imposes some of the following measures: 1) warning; 2) public warning
announced at the managing board of the chamber; 3) public warning announced in the prin-
ted or electronic media.17) Besides some of these measures, the Court of Honour may impo-
se some of the preventive measures on the convicted business entity: 1) ban to participate in
the work of the chamber; 2) ban to participate in fairs and exhibitions; 3) abolition of the rig-
ht to public transportation to the business entity which engages in activities of transportation
4) ban to operate for a certain period of time defined by the Law.18) Although the insight in-
to the measures that may be imposed on the buiness entity may incite reservation about their
effectiveness, in order to assess their effectiveness, it is necessary to take into account the in-
formation on the number and professional position of persons that may get acquainted with
their content. Basically, who are the addressees of these measures? For the imposed measu-
res to be effective and have an educational effect (not only to the Code violator but to other
members of the chamber), it is necessary that they are available to addressees. Since addre-
ssees may be divided into two basic groups, measures are also suited to those target groups.
Public warning announced at the managing board of the chamber refers to other business
entities - potential business partners of the business entity which violated the Code provisi-
ons. The evidenced Code violation will influence their attitude towards the business entity.
Careful entities are normally expected to avoid cooperation with such an entity. By means of
this measure combined with the preventive measure of banning the participation in the work
of the Chamber (a pretty harsh measure since the chamber membership implies numerous
privileges) or banning the participation in fairs and exhibitions, the effect of the so-called
corporate sanctions is achieved. Public warning in the printed or electronic media has a
much more comprehensive effect. It makes the public, and particularly potential users of
products and services provided by the Code violator, acquainted with the fact that the busi-
ness entity is capable of resorting to non-ethical business practices. 

The mentioned factors determine the degree of respecting business ethics. However,
depending on the state that is being invested into some other factors can be determined
stemming from the concrete social-economic surroundings. Therefore, business ethics of fo-
reign investors may be viewed in abstracto and in concreto. 

III  Basic modality of non-ethical investments

Companies doing business on the territory of different states, and frequently even diffe-
rent continents,19) resort to various methods of non-ethical business. However, bribing civil
servants is the most spread form of non-ethical behaviour in international business transacti-

17. Code, Article 96, p. 2.
18. Code, Article 96, p. 3, Items 1-4.
19. This refers to the so-called multinational companies that have a leading role or that can be considered the

most responsible companies for the creation of the notion investors’ business ethics and for the adoption
of regulations that strive to sanction their non-ethical practice. To see examples of their violation of busi-
ness ethics: F. O. Wolf, L’esprit d’entreprise, les règles du marché et le problème des règles morales, u
„L’Ethique des Affaires“, Edition de l’Univerisité de Bruxelles, 2001, p. 47-48.
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ons.20) In the research carried out in mid 1970’s of the XX century in the USA, more than
400 American companies admitted to illegal payments amounting to more than $300m.21)

It is interesting to see who these payments are made to and in which investment phase.
When it comes to persons these payments are made to, the greatest number of the intervie-
wed companies put civil (government) servants at the first place.22) However, when it co-
mes to receiving “strategic” support for “capital” investments, payments are very frequently
made directly to the governing political structures (politicians and political parties).23) As for
the phase when bribery is made, a difference should be made between bribery in the true
sense of the word (when bribery enables a foreign investment, e. g. sector of financial servi-
ces) and the so-called facilitating payments (to ensure or in other words accelerate a certain
action on the part of a foreign official).24)

A related issue is whether an ethical business entity may participate in a corrupt mar-
ket? Generally speaking is it in accordance with its proclaimed orientation and if it is, what
are its chances to succeed in the market? Since business entities, as well as individuals, must
exist in the world as it is not as they would like it to be, their activities in non-ethical socie-
ties may be acceptable if the following conditions are fulfilled: 1) non-ethical features of the-
ir business are unavoidable but for a limited period of time; 2) they do useful and socially be-
neficial work; 3) they work towards changing the situation in their surroundings.25) 

IV  Prevention of non-ethical investing

Prevention of non-ethical investing is the first and the most important step in comba-
ting non-ethical practice. It is necessary to make a difference between internal and external
prevention. Internal prevention is carried out within an economic community by means of
the appropriate Code of Business Ethics which is adopted and presented to employees. The-
re is a question of who is responsible for introducing business ethics or incorporating it into a
business process. The responsibility is always in the hands of the board of directors. Direc-
tors make the so-called company “leadership” whose task is to shape business strategies and
incorporate business ethics into them.26) They should ensure that all persons in an economic
community are acquainted with the values statement (teamwork, responsibility, loyalty,
etc).27) Members of the Board always refer to great “business pressures” they are exposed
to and that prevent them from considering ethical factors while making business decisions

20. www. usdoj.gov./criminal/fraud/fcpa/fcpa.html.
21. www. usdoj.gov./criminal/fraud/fcpa/fcpa.html, p. 1.
22. Ibid.
23. Ibid.
24. Ibid.
25. The example of American companies backs up this statement – they filed an official complaint and influ-

enced the reduction in the occurrence of bribery in some countries. See Anticorruption Handbook –
Combating corruption through the system of social integrity, p. 130.

26. V. A. Boyer, I. Arnaud, L’éthique au service de la strategie de l’enterprise, in "L’impossible éthique des
entreprises, Editions d’Organization, Paris, 2002, p. 3-23.

27. V. B. A. Hamm, Corporate Ethics Programs: Inspiring the Workforce, Refresher publications Inc, 2003,
p. 1.
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of utmost importance. However, the truth is completely different. The Board can resist pre-
ssures or even eliminate them. Namely, if the business policy of the Board is clearly defined
and directed towards the achievement of ethical goals, there will be no dilemmas during the
decision making as their business orientation will automatically exclude decisions implying
a greater or lesser degree of the violation of ethical values.28) The choice between potentially
highly profitable decision and the one which brings considerably less profit but which in no
way jeopardizes the company (as it is in line not only with the law but with ethics as well)
will not be difficult. 

A company’s business strategy with ethical foundations implies the elimination of the
influence of various kinds of “pressure”. 

One of the ways to avoid investing which is contradictory to the fundamental principles
of ethical business is the compliance with the procedure of business decision making. While
making a decision on foreign investments, a decision maker should be guided by/with the
following parameters:

1. Does the decision fit into the strategy of corporate ethics? This particularly refers
to decisions on the implementation of foreign investments. At this point it is nece-
ssary to emphasize that the defining of business goals in line with ethical princip-
les precedes the making of business decisions.29) In this context, ethics may be
seen as an integral part of the business goals achievement process. Defining busi-
ness goals that are in accordance with the requirements of business ethics is also
related to a qualitative aspect of corporate management. It is clear that for a society
or a company planning foreign investment the profit that a foreign investment
may yield is the most important element. However, a company must take care
both of the way and the means it will resort to in order to achieve its aim. It is
essential to prevent bribery and corruption of foreign officials in general whose
aim is to facilitate the access to the foreign market. One of the tools used to this
aim is the law which sanctions such a practice. 

2. Are there any alternatives to the above mentioned decision? Is there any other state
(or states) that may be invested into and where investing conditions are more favo-
urable? Is the expected profit the basic and the only indicator of the profitability of
a foreign investment or should attention be paid to some other moments as well? It
seems that while estimating a certain alternative it is necessary to take into consi-
deration not only the interests of shareholders,30) but also to what extent and how
it may influence the interests of stakeholders?31) When it comes to this category of

28. V. F. O. Wolf, L’esprit d’entreprise, les règles du marché et le problème des règles morales, in „L’Ethi-
que des Affaires”, Edition de l’Univerisité de Bruxelles, 2001, p. 47-48.

29. V. D. Koehn, The ground of professional Ethics, Routledge, London, 1994, from p. 69.
30. V. R. Dourai, L’éthique de l’entrepreneur: entre conviction et compromis, in "L’impossible éthique des

entreprises, Editions d’Organization, Paris, 2002, p. 43-61.
31. It refers to the interests of the creditors of an business entity, customers, employees and the society in

general. Their interests are promoted as one of the principles of corporate management (1999). More
details to be found in: R. L. Miller, G. A. Jentz, p. 53; J. P. Mallor, L. T. Bowers, A. J. Barnes, A. W.
Langvardt, p. 107-108.
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persons, it is particularly interesting to see how a certain decision may influence
the interest of the very same business entity that makes it, the interest of the sta-
te(s) that is invested into and the interest of the state that the investor comes
from.32) First of all, it is debatable whether the interest of the state which makes
the investment may be classified as the interest of stakeholders. An affirmative an-
swer seems to lend itself since all states strive to encourage economic develop-
ment through as many foreign investments as possible. For this reason a foreign
investor must respect the interest of the state that is invested into in order to pre-
vent non-ethical investing. Secondly, but equally important, there is the issue of
the attitude towards the interest of the state that a foreign investor comes from.
Should it be classified among stakeholders? Since non-ethical business of a com-
pany directly harms its reputation, it is necessary that its interest is also respected
in the process of foreign investment decision making. If all these interests are ta-
ken into account and if the differences referring to the profitability of an inve-
stment are negligible compared to the investment risk which is considerably grea-
ter in one of the states, any foreign investor acting ethically would opt for a less
profitable and a less risky decision. If all alternatives are not taken into considera-
tion, there is a risk of not choosing the best option for a potential investor only be-
cause that alternative was not considered.33) 

3. What are practical hindrances to the implementation of a certain alternative? How
can problems arising in the process of its realization be solved? Is it possible to
overcome them within the limits of ethical business?

4. Who is responsible for the implementation of a corporate ethics strategy? Who is
authorized and obliged to point out to the possible non-ethical character of the
planned decision? An analysis of comparative law and business practice indicates
that there are differences among states concerning this issue. While states where
ethically-based business practice has a central role have a body responsible for the
application of corporate ethics (Ethics Officers), most states do not. Responsibility
for the implementation of business ethics strategy is in the Human Resource De-
partment and the Board of Directors as the highest managing body. Once the re-
sponsibility for the implementation of corporate ethics is determined, if a decision
maker has dilemmas about its alignment with the proclaimed ethical business
principles, s/he may consult the responsible body and avoid making a decision
that may become the source of inconvenience for an business entity. 

External prevention of non-ethical investing, as well as the sanctioning of non-ethical
practice, is carried out at national and international level. When it comes to the prevention
carried out by state bodies, the most important form are laws. It is worth noting that the Uni-
ted States of America were among the first to adopt such a legislation which sanctioned the
basic form of non-ethical practice of investing. American FCPA includes two groups of pro-
visions. Firstly, it forbids payments made to foreign public officials with the aim of recei-

32. V. J. P. Mallor, L. T. Bowers, A. J. Barnes, A. W. Langvardt, p. 107.
33. V. J. P. Mallor, L. T. Bowers, A. J. Barnes, A. W. Langvardt, p. 107.
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ving or keeping a job.34) Secondly, it stipulates the obligations of companies whose shares
are high in the stock market to keep business records and financial reports that authentically
reflect corporate payments and to take other steps to make it possible for potential investors
to have a true and complete picture of their assets.35)

Although the purpose of the adoption of this law was to restore the trust in American bu-

siness system, as soon as its implementation started, the Congress faced negative consequen-

ces that influenced American multinational companies. Namely, this ban put them in an une-

qual position to the companies originating from the states that did not adopt the same law and

which could without any consequences bribe foreign public officials and get an easier access

to certain jobs. Ironically enough, in some states companies could even present amounts gi-

ven to bribery abroad as the business expenditures and in that way decrease taxes. In order to

improve the position of its companies, in 1988 the Congress entered negotiations with the

Organization for Economic cooperation and Development (OECD) to achieve consensus of

the greatest American trade partners on a convention that would regulate this matter. 

As the result of American efforts, and with the assistance of the OECD, the Convention

on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions was

adopted and signed by more than forty states.36) Bearing in mind the number of signatures

and ratifications, the Convention presents an extremely successful tool for the implementa-

tion of anti-corruptive actions in international business. The Convention regulates the crimi-

nal act of bribing foreign public officials. This criminal act is done by a person who offers,

promises or gives money or some other privilege, directly or indirectly, to a foreign public of-

ficial for himself/herself or the third person so that the foreign official would do or not do a

certain action that is a part of his/her duty and in that way receive or keep a job or some other

privilege in international business.37) Encouraging, assisting and hiding the bribery of a fore-

ign public official are also incriminated.38) Apart from the incrimination of bribery itself and

the sanctioning of natural persons that commit it, the responsibility for bribery of the legal

person, i. e. company is also proscribed.39) Since the majority of legal systems do not include

criminal responsibility of legal persons, the court imposes fines on companies.40) 

Apart from the sanctioning of bribery, the Convention includes a provision on preventi-
ve measures that states should take to combat bribery.41) These measures refer to record-ke-
eping and minutes, publishing of financial records, accounting and auditing standards. The
purpose of these standards is to force business entities to include certain incomes or expendi-
tures into business records and to prevent falsifying data and other activities that may conce-
al bribery of foreign public officials. 

34. The Law and the comment may be found at: www.usdoj.gov./criminal/fraud/fcpa/fcpa.html.
35. V. J. Entine, Corporate Ethics and Accountability, www.AtWorkNews, p. 1; Review of Implementation

of the Convention and 1997 Recommendation, p. 1.
36. Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions

(hereinafter: Convention).
37. Convention, Art. 1. p. 1.
38. Convention, Art. 1. p. 2.
39. Convention, Art. 2.
40. Convention, Art. 3. p. 2.
41. Convention, Art. 8.
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V  Conclusion

The following conclusions stem from the presented causes and prevention of non-ethi-
cal business of foreign investors: 

1. The fact that a certain enity does business on the territory of a foreign country and
that it is more or less influenced by the changeable relevant political and legal fac-
tors can’t serve as an excuse to resort to non-ethical business methods. 

2. Business ethics in general, including business ethics of investors, may be viewed
as a form of insurance. If a foreign investor refrains from non-ethical business not
only in his/her own country but also in the country that is invested into, such beha-
viour is the best and the greatest guarantee that s/he will not face negative conse-
quences sooner or later arising from non-ethical business. Instead of insuring his/
her business against an event that may have fatal influence on business, the inve-
stor can turn to ethical business and direct the money s/he would spend on insu-
rance to taking measures required by ethical standards of business.42)

Mr Nataåa Petroviõ Tomiõ
asistent Pravnog fakulteta Univerziteta u Beogradu

POSLOVNA ETIKA INVESTITORA

Rezime

Prouøavañe stranih ulagaña i poloÿaja stranih ulagaøa zapoøiñe i zavr-
åava se iznalaÿeñem mehanizama øiji je ciç obezbeæeñe åto povoçnije inve-
sticione klime. Meæutim, potpuno sagledavañe poloÿaja stranih ulagaøa po-
drazumeva otkrivañe i negativnih strana ñihovog delovaña u drÿavi ulagaña.
To aktuelizuje pitañe poslovne etike investitora. Iako poslovna etika nije
ono øime bi se mogli pohvaliti domaõi privredni subjekti, pribegavañe nee-
tiøkim metodama poslovaña od strane stranih ulagaøa mnogo je izraÿenije i
åtetnije po domaõu privredu. Autor se najpre bavi uzrocima neetiøkog poslo-
vaña stranih ulagaøa, jer je ñihovo otkrivañe preduslov uspeåne prevencije.
Nakon navoæeña tipiønih sluøajeva neetiøkog investiraña, autor analizira
ameriøki zakon i Konvenciju o suzbijañu podmiõivaña stranih drÿavnih sluÿ-
benika, koji sankcioniåu najraåireniji oblik neetiøkog investiraña. Najzad,
u zakçuøku navodi osnovna zapaÿaña o znaøaju poslovne etike za poslovnu stra-
tegiju stranih ulagaøa. 

Kçuøne reøi: poslovna etika, strana ulagaña, neetiøko poslovañe, prevencija. 

42. B. A. Hamm, p. 1.




